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About This Content

As the 2nd War for Armageddon rages on, you are called once again to rise up once again in defence of humanity against the
Xenos threat. Be prepared to face new challenges as you fight your way through five new scenarios set on the aptly named world

of Armageddon.

This scenario pack DLC features 5 all new scenarios in a variety of mission types, ranging from search and destroy to last stand
defensive battles!

Also, for the first time, take direct control of the Ork Waaagh! against the AI in 3 battles pitting your Orks against the might of
the Steel Legion and Space Marines!

Each scenario is played as independent content so you can jump immediately into the action.

This Scenario Pack is available free of charge for our players to experience and enjoy.

LIST OF SCENARIOS

Titans' Fall

Jungle Struggle

Orkish Armageddon
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Martyr's Point

Equatorial Frontier
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warhammer 40 000 armageddon + untold battles dlc

i ate mr crabs 10/10. Its cheap, so you can gift it to your friends to insult their \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 skills!
Tell them about how this will make them a better pc gamer, and they REALLY need this game.

But also, this game is so simple and stupid, it makes it hurt even worse when they insult your mouse and tell you that you
amount to nothing. Its just really bad when an easy game says that you suck.

I give it 6\/7.5 lennys ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0)
Would click again. It good and fun but need to spend alot of money\/times to progress... coc wannabe but super slow
progression on pc, definitely will uninstall after 5mins.... It's not a horrible game, but there's just no point... it feels like
something that's been put together by someone who is practicing in their extremely early game development stages.
There's no bugs, there's no offensively bad things, it's just pointless...

You walk up some weird, red stairs that randomly has points where you need to jump to reach the next step, as if the developer
misplaced some steps but just said "Screw it, they can jump, whatever." and moved on, you reach the end... and that's it. Takes
about 5 minutes.

Below I tell you what happens in the game, from start to finish.
You start in a somewhat good-looking forest area, right next to the stairs you will climb.

As you walk up the stairs the noises you hear change, from quite silent to roaring winds to echoing music till you reach the top
where the music stops echoing and becomes closer as you open a door and talk to "The Master".

At this point some text appears that has no coherent sense, it clips through the sides of the house and then some more text
appears where you're asked to rate the advice of The Master, raging from 1 to 5 stars, I gave him 1 star.

I promptly jumped off the mountain; plunging down to my inevitable death. I then hit the Escape button to see if the game had
an in-game options menu, but instead the game closed when I pressed Escape.
I then went to write this review but discovered I needed more playtime, so I launched the game, made a cup of coffee, and now
we are here.

Again, it's not a horrible game but has no point and is in the end an absolute waste of time and money unless you have 1$ to
spare and want another game with 100% achievements in.
Not recommended as the vast majority of people do not play games because they want to play it as fast as possible and get 100%
achievements in it.

I guess 1 unique thing about this game is that each player can plant a sign with a few words on it wherever they want in the game
that other players can read as they play the game.
Reading other players signs is what I spent about half of my playtime on.

Also the VHS/grain filter is horrible, the game actually has a pretty interesting options menu that appears before you start the
game, why you don't have the option to turn the filter off is beyond me.

The store page says it has partial-controller support.
If partial-controller support means you're able to walk forward but not able to turn the camera, then I guess it's true?. So lets see.
8 bit graphics I mean come on put some effort into the game. P2W, yep nagware every time possible trying to get you to buy
your way onto a leaderboard.
Did I mention the poor graphics?
Can only use the boost once in a 24 hour period unless of course you pay for infinite boosts.
Somthing about those graphics again, Just not doing it for me.
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TL;DR - Great game for a quick mind challenge!

Dawn of a Soul is a tricky mathematical puzzle game. It starts out straightforward and easy but the learning curve is steep and
after only a couple of minutes your brain will start smoking. In a time when a lot of indie games are simple "pay to win" games
this is a refreshing experience.

The visuals are great and very rewarding. Considering this has been developed by a single person makes the game even better!. I
really wanted to like Schein, but the excellent concept for this platformer was unfortunately overwhelmed by desperately poor
voice acting, long and tedious platforming sequences with finicky tuning, and slow pacing overall.

There is a ton of creativity in this game, and a lot of the artwork is stunning, but it just feels cumbersome (not fun) to grind my
way from save point to save point. Precision timing is required to succeed, but not in a fun way.

I don't regret picking this game up on sale for $1.34 to try it, but the repetitive and unpolished gameplay mean that I can't
recommend Schein. I should note that there is a free demo available for this game - I'd recommend trying the controls out
before you spend your money.. Nice effort! I noticed this game two days ago and couldn't wait until it went live for sale. Been
many years that I've wished for a game like this to come around that captures the tabletop aspect of war gaming, or skirmish
battles with real looking miniatures and not the typical computerized animated unit art.

[The Game]

I like what I've seen so far and you have to remember this game just came out less than 24 hours ago. There may be a few issues
that have some players complaining such as sound or more specifically the lack of sound volume adjustment, but I'm sure that is
something that will be addressed in the future. The other issue is fullscreen mode which there currently is none, but... you CAN
expand your window 100% of your screen, so you aren't forced to play in a small window as mentioned elsewhere. Also, if you
really want to play Full Screen, you can try using Steam's Streaming mode if you have multiple PCs. I did so to test something
and noticed that the game was in full screen mode when streaming from my tablet to my laptop PC.

As for game play. It is exactly as stated on the game's storefront page. An extremely easy to learn single click system. A rules-
lite skirmish system with enough meat to keep you interested. I've played the Dungeon mode and Campaign mode and it's been
a blast, but if your not old school like me, you may not like the "Lose the mission, lose the game" method. I grew up playing
Wizardry and similar cRPGs back in the early 80's when games were very unforgiving so I like this feature. Some may call it
"Perma-deth", I call it a good, tough game that will end up more satisfying when you DO finally win a campaign or dungeon
delve!

The music and sound effects are very atmospheric and yes some sort of volume adjustment would be a plus, but it doesn't kill
the game because there isn't an adjustment slider currently.

Regarding campaign mode... I like the branching of the missions when you win a battle. Each branch gives you a little story and
then you may choose the default army, or custom pick one for yourself before entering the battlefield.

I've tested multiplayer mode and that is simple to start and also a lot of fun. Get a friend together and go head to head. I think
you may be able to play co-op, but I haven't tried that mode so I can't comment there.

Overall, I really like this game and hope to see more in the way of future add-ons, DLC, or even a Crossfire II, etc...

I DO recommend this game to those who love fantasy skirmish systems, especially those that are rules-lite and don't require tons
of reading in order to learn or master the system. Crossfire: Dungeons is definitely satisfying my itch for a computerized
tabletop skirmish game system! Thanks devs! :)

[Support]

Ok, I want to talk about the development team's support of their product because I am extremely appreciative of the help I've
received so far.
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I have some obscure issue on my Win 8.1 Pro gaming laptop (ASUS GV75V), but the game runs fine on my Win 8.1 Surface
Pro type tablet by Samsung.

I posted about my issues on the discussion forum so I wont waste time explaining them here, but I DO want to say that the
support I received trying to resolve this issue was top notch. The dev was extremely friendly and tried hard to help resolve the
issue. While it wasn't fixed immediately, we did chat a bunch and tried everything we could think of. Seeing that this game
works flawlessly on my tablet, and no one else seems to have the same issue as me, it could be my laptop. Still, the dev didn't try
the "Well... it works fine for us, and on your tablet, so it is obviously something with your laptop. We cant help with that... Good
day to you!" You don't know how many times I've seen support teams try to escape with that tactic. I'm an IT professional and
even in desktop\/application support, less technical or patient techs love to go for that fast exit! Well, not the dev who was
assisting me tonight. He tried everything and while we could not figure it out yet. (Yet is the important word, because I'm sure it
will be resolved eventually.) I appreciated all the effort and the fact that the dev stated that he wasn't going to let this lie because
I should be able to enjoy the game I purchased and not be stuck with the issue I'm having. That sentiment goes a long way with
me. I give support two thumbs up for their assistance and look forward to addressing the issue some more after the devs try to
figure out what might be the cause of the issue.

[In Closing]

Sorry if this is a long winded review, but I wanted to cover all the aspects that have me loving this game. A quick pros and cons
list would be...

Pros:

1. Excellent concept.
2. Simple single click interface.
3. Lots of missions, units and even a random dungeon mode.
4. Multiplayer mode to go against your friends.
5. Multiple campaigns with branching story lines or missions.

Cons:
1. No sound\/volume adjustment. (Not a big deal to me as it doesn't affect game play).
2. Ranged units can fire anywhere on the map, even through walls. That should be addressed.
3. Ranged units don't appear to have a range limit to their attacks. I'm able to fire anywhere on the board with my archer, or
crossbowman.
4. No Fullscreen. (Not a big deal as I can simply maximize the window the game plays in, or use Streaming mode to obtain
fullscreen.)

Well, that is all for now. I hope if you like these types of tabletop war games, or small skirmish games that you will give it a try.
For less than $4 it definitely IS worth it! I was expecting the price to be above $10 before it was released.. Glad I could support
an amazing company and team, thanks for always adding fresh content updates and events to your games. The event was super
fun and hectic, and the items all are cool improvements to the original designs.

Everything came as promised and expected.. Extremely well polished.

From the graphics, to the music, to the power ups and achievements it truly feels like you are stuck inside an arcade game.
There is voice acting, a small 'plot', well done tutorials, and three games to choose from which helps keep you from getting
bored.

Thus far it has been a blast. It shows off the Vive system fabulously and really feels like a AAA game. I highly recommend
getting it if you are a fan of the old classic arcade game feel, albeit with a modern twist.. Best game 420/10 would shave a
wiener onto a mans face again.
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